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Introduction

Career Highlights 

My career has been 
centered around product 
companies, working mostly 
in-house. There is 
something about diving 
deep into a product and 
making iterative (or leap) 
improvements — for the 
users — that excite me.

Oracle, 2007-2012 
Designed e-learning product for schools & 
universities 

Bukalapak, 2012-2013 
Designed C2C marketplace for one of 
Indonesia’s early stage startup (now a unicorn) 

Ice House, 2013, 2016 
Designed apps, websites for clients. Industry: 
finance, transportation, e-commerce 

DBS Bank, 2015 
Designed mBanking and iBanking apps

Vrbo, 2016-2020  
Designed experiences for group travel 
in vacation rentals 

Shopify, 2020-present 
Designing for international growth, 
money and channels, focusing on APAC 

Tripadvisor, 2021-present 
Designing for travel, post-pandemic.



What I strongly believe in 
 
Designing isn’t the heads-down work alone, it takes buy-in to 
make it come true: Often-time designers love to put their heads 
down on pixels, but designing means talking to people, users, and 
pushing through things with other teams!  

Designing with local/specific context is important: Working on a 
global product enlightened me about the importance of paying 
attention to different markets and users. When the company is 
invested in the mission to take things globally, they have to care 
to take things locally as well.

Introduction

“When you want to know how and 
why people do the things they do, the 
best people to learn from are the 
doers themselves, and the best place 
to learn is where the doing gets 
done.”  

Jan Chipchase, Hidden in Plain Sight: How to 
Create Extraordinary Products for Tomorrow's 
Customers



Process and Team



Design thinking

EmpathizeUnderstand Ideate

Design doing

MeasureBuild

Business Goals 
90-day planning 

User Goals 
Deep-diving past user 
research or findings 

Backlogs 
Any carryover from last 
90 days?

Design Interfaces 
Flows, journeys, mockups, assets, 
illustrations that are prepared  

Implementation 
Pass assets and documentations to 
devs, attend standups

Design Sprint/
Discussions 
Work with PMs and 
related teams to 
uncover more details 

Generative Research 
Pre-design research 
used to understand 
customers

Design Sprint 
Exploratory work with 
designers or PMs that 
is more about 
generating ideas 

Design Explorations 
Design teams working 
on their own to explore 
UI designs

AB Test 
Small iterative improvements can be 
AB tested and optimized 

User Research 
More substantial feedback given the 
size of a feature or product might be 
large can be measured with user 
research (in-lab or remote)

Vrbo

Process
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Vrbo

Process

Do the right thing Do things right



VP 

Oversees the whole 
design organization: 
people, processes, 
culture, relationships

Directors 
Oversees major 
customer or work 
segments 

Traveler 

Partner 

Research 

Content

Managers 
Oversees major 
portfolios 

Dream/Inspire 

Shop 

Book 

Stay 

Growth 

Marketplaces 

Run-the-Biz 

MarketMaker

ICs/Designers 
Part of portfolios, in 
charge of specific 
feature 

Lead 

Senior 

Staff

Process and Team

How our design team is organized at Vrbo 



CORE TEAMCORE TEAM

Process and Team

What a typical team for a product or feature looks like 

CORE TEAM SUPPORTING TEAM  
(OPTIONALS)

Product 
Product Managers,  
Designers, Content 

Designers

Engineering 
Engineering Managers, 
Engineers, Architects, 

Technical Program 
Managers

Product 
Marketing 

Product Marketing 
Managers

Geography 

Country Leads, 
Localization 

Managers Research 

Researcher

Design Systems 

Designers

Others



Process and Team

Where we are 

Singapore 
Localization, Stay, 

Growth

Sydney 
Growth

Gurgaon 
Localization, Stay

London 
Growth

Austin 
Core



Process and Team

Framework: Traveler Journey Map  
 
In the past year, the we worked on a User Journey Map, as defined based the Generative 
Research we conducted in mid-2019 



Process and Team

How my team looked like 

I’ve been promoted to Senior Manager, UX Design since March 2019. I managed a team of 3-5. 

Sigit Adinugroho 
Sr. Manager, UX Design 

Singapore

Experience Designer 1 
Gurgaon, India 

 
Portfolio: Stay

Experience Designer 4 
Gurgaon, India 

 
Portfolio: Stay

Experience Designer 3 
Singapore 

 
Portfolio: Localization, 

Growth

Experience Designer 3 
Singapore (resigned) 

 
Portfolio: Localization, 

Growth

Experience Designer 3 
Sydney, Australia 

(resigned) 
 

Portfolio: Growth



Process and Team

My strategies with people management

Autonomy & Trust 

I believe in nurturing people 
to own their stuff, avoid 
micromanagement and build 
trust in my team first and 
foremost. 

I give my team members full 
rights and trust to decide 
with their own stakeholders 
with regards to product 
decisions.

Transparency and 
Communication 

I believe in over-
communication, but not 
over-management. I always 
say to my team members 
that I am always available 
on working days to talk. 

We set 1:1 as frequent as 
possible, or as loose as 
possible, depending on 
comfortable level, but daily 
communication through chat 
is encouraged, and I 
guarantee to reply them 
within 3 hours when I am 
not on leave.

People Development 

I encourage my team 
members to develop 
themselves for their career. 

— Budgets (or help secure 
budgets) for conferences, 
courses 
— Mentor them how to grow 
and aim for promotions in a 
positive way 
— Give good feedback: 
always end with curiosity or 
questions, so that they can 
continue exploring and 
thinking

Radical Candor 

I am a firm believer of 
radical candor — that is, 
giving strong feedback (with 
a positive intent) while 
caring for that person. 

— Always assume positive 
intent 
— Give clear, concise and 
actionable items 
— Be open for feedback as 
well 
— Check in over time 



Highlighted Projects



Highlighted Projects

Bukalapak’s Whole Platform Redesign - 2013 
Redesigning Indonesia’s first C2C marketplace 
geared towards SMEs

The Japan Design Playbook - 2018 
Discovering opportunities in product and UX 
localization for Japanese market, for one of 
world’s largest Vacation Rental platform 

Imagining Affiliates Program for Vrbo - 2018 
Discovering opportunities for Affiliates program for 
Vrbo that benefits consumers, partners and the 
business

Optimizing Onboarding for New iBanking 
Customers - 2015 
Redesigning decade’s old onboarding experience 
for new iBanking customers in Singapore’s largest 
bank

Coming soon…

Tripadvisor Plus Service Blueprint - 2021 
Discovering opportunities, auditing 
experiences for Tripadvisor’s premium 
subscription business

Tripadvisor Vacation Rental Optimizations - 2022 
Optimization work, experiments, research and 
workshopping to solve traveler problem and 
discover opportunites for Tripadvisor’s vacation 
rental platforms

Shopify Liveselling Product Idea - 2021 
Started from an internal hackathon, we evolved 
the idea of introducing live selling to Shopify 
consumers, through a series of internal workshop 
and user interviews

Available now…



HomeAway Japan 
now called Vrbo 
HomeAway wanted to launch a Japan 
version of the website.  

The APAC design team was tasked to 
understand the Japan market and 
propose product design adjustments 
and recommendations when required.

HomeAway Japan

Leading



What is HomeAway

HomeAway is a travel platform 
that provides travelers a place 
to search, book and enjoy 
vacation rentals (homes, 
apartments, villas) and for 
homeowners to provide their 
space and earn short-term 
rental income.

• 28 million unique 
visitors/mo (2020)  

• 1.1+ million listings (2019)  
• annual gross bookings of 

USD4+ billions (2019)  
• profit of USD2+ billions 

(2019)

HomeAway Japan



Why enter the Japan market

Japan was considered an important 
market for vacation rentals because of the 
high traffic of inbound and outbound 
tourism. 

Airbnb is also winning the market in 
Japan, with local players churning up who 
understand locals better.

International tourism to Japan 
In 2018, 31 million tourists visited 
Japan from outside the country.

Domestic tourism in Japan 
In 2018, 20+ trillion yen was spent by 
domestic tourists.

Airbnb reaping benefits in Japan 
$3.5 billions were spent in 2018 
through Airbnb. 

HomeAway Japan



Why the need to understand Japan

Japanese commercial/digital designs are 
perceived as different, and hypothetically, 
the consumer berhavior is different as 
well.  

Asia is different. Japan can be a “test bed" 
for HomeAway to enter other Asian 
markets like China or South Korea.

Articles/discussions 
We found a lot of writings online that 
validate our assumptions that 
Japanese digital design is different. 

Observations 
We tried to access some travel, e-
commerce and search platforms and 
we see stark differences than the 
western counterpart.

Trust & integrity 
There is traditionally a strong image 
of trust and integrity in the Japanese 
society.

HomeAway Japan



Japanese web designs

HomeAway Japan



The mighty Yahoo!

The Yahoo! website in 
Japan is still like this 
despite them entering 
Japanese market as far as 
the 90s.

HomeAway Japan



The big challenge of HomeAway as company

It has the biggest business in North America, originated 
in Austin, TX, and catered mostly to the North American 

customers — with focus on their traveling styles. 

Asia Pacific is often an oversight, and the product & 
design team in APAC did not historically have a defining 

role in terms of product direction. 

We wanted to change that.

HomeAway Japan



The big challenge of any global company

HomeAway Japan







Hypothesis

Although we could launch a global site 
in Japan, having it accustomed to locals 

would likely increase awareness and 
acceptance, thus in the end, making the 

experience better.

HomeAway Japan



● Understand usage patterns and behavior as they simulate planning and booking 
for an upcoming vacation/trip. 

● Identify design patterns that are common and unique to the market 

● Demystify Japanese web and app design and put more context in to why 
majority of their designs are the way they are 

● Get first-hand knowledge and insights from direct observations of our 
participants 

Some goals to begin with

HomeAway Japan



We went to Japan. We visited Tokyo 
and Nagano, two major cities for 
international and domestic travel 
destinations. 

We interviewed homeowners and 
travelers. We interviewed them about 
general travel habit, and also about 
our platform.

What we did

Our setup in both cities. 
One observation room with 
simultaneous translator, 
and one interview room 
with native Japanese 
interviewer.

HomeAway Japan



Tokyo

Tokyo is rated as the top travel destination within 
Japan by 2018 travellers’ choice Tripadvisor.  

Tokyo is Japan’s capital and one of the 47 prefectures. It is part of the 
world’s most populous metropolitan area. Although often called a city, 
it is officially known as a “metropolitan prefecture”, which differs from 
and combines elements of a city and a prefecture, a characteristic 
unique to Tokyo. 

Nagano

Nagano city was picked due to it’s rural, outdoor 
environment compared to Tokyo - urban 
metropolitan setting.  
 
Many locals considered Nagano as one of the preferred 
destination for winter skiing and summer hiking activities.  

Although it is near to Tokyo, the environment differs greatly as it 
is more rural. It is a popular destination among Japanese 
(ranked #9) for skiing in winter and camping/trekking in 
summer. Hakuba, a village located in Nagano is especially 
popular as it is internationally renowned as a ski resort town. 

Why these two cities

HomeAway Japan



Method Stimuli

● Session 1 for Travellers: Invision prototype of the desktop 
HomeAway global site, from homepage to booking. 

● Session 2 for Homeowners: Live site and logging in to user 
dashboard for homeowners.

● This research was conducted as a 90-minute 1-on-1 
usability testing session, comprising of a 30-minute in-
depth interview. 

● A total of 16 participants (8 partners & 8 travellers) were 
recruited across different profiles, over a period of 3 
weeks. 

● All sessions were conducted between 1 - 8 June 2018.

How we did it

HomeAway Japan



Homeowners Travellers

● Travelled domestically or 
internationally. Stayed in a vacation 
rental within the past 12 months. 

● Residing in Tokyo and Nagano City 
respectively. Mix of males and 
females, between 20-60 years old, 
with an income from below ¥150,000 
to above ¥600,000.

● Registered user of HomeAway.jp and 
aware of the ‘Minpaku Law’ 

● Residing in Tokyo and Nagano City 
respectively. Mix of males and 
females, between 20-60 years old, 
with an income from below ¥150,000 
to above ¥600,000.

Who the users are

HomeAway Japan



My role is to work/lead with my other designer, 
collaborating with UX research team to come 
up with a plan for an international research in 
Japan.  

We consulted and hired a Japanese research 
consultant to help us with recruiting and 
booking venues. 

February 2018: Initiated 

March-April 2018: Solidify Research Plans 

May 2018: Prototyping 

June 2018: Japan trip!

Sigit Adinugroho 
Lead Designer 

Singapore

Karl Steiner 
Director, UX Research 

Austin, TX

Mathew Wong 
Senior Designer 

Singapore

Japan Research 
Consultant 

Tokyo, Japan /  
Singapore

Product Manager 
Gurgaon, India

Engineering Manager 
Gurgaon, India

My role

HomeAway Japan

Content Designer 
Austin



Research Plan Draft 
Goals, users, references

Prototyping 
Traveler flow 

prototyping on  
Invision

Bookings & Recruiting 
Done by our consultant

Process

Research Plan Final 
Finalized by  

UX research team

Trip 
Make sure everything 

works

HomeAway Japan



Documentation

HomeAway Japan



Notes

HomeAway Japan



What did we find?

HomeAway Japan



• Cleanliness is #1!  
Japanese hosts see international guests as more independent, but 
do not maintain cleanliness. Japanese hosts prefer families as they 
care more about cleanliness 

• Japanese hosts are proud to show their traditions, 
be in the way of decorating, services, activities or 
other small gestures. 

Homeowners

Findings: Behavioral

• Booking hotel is more trusted 

• Japanese users are heavy filter & category users 

• Communicating in English is difficult 

• Text translation needs to adhere to  context — 
machine or regular translation doesn't work 

• Prefer Japanese space measurements

Travelers

HomeAway Japan



• Japanese users prefer densely-
packed block of text 

• Japanese users prefer direct and 
explicit information 

• Japanese users prefer to view all 
things at once (no hiding) 

• Sometimes the fonts used are not 
natural

Findings: Designs

HomeAway Japan



Region

Prefecture Ward

1

2

Other than using search bars, it 
was also common for participants 
to narrow down their search by 
region, prefecture and ward. 

3

HomeAway Japan



What was our offering?

HomeAway Japan



We summarized our findings in a 
deck we call “Japan Design 
Playbook”. This document covers 
suggested principles in designing for 
Japanese market — that might apply 
in East Asia markets as well.

Japan Design Playbook

HomeAway Japan



As way to navigate & browse quickly, 
content categories play a big part

● This helps create a familiar pattern for them 
when they are navigating to particular topic/
subject they’re trying reach. 

● In addition to this, some participant said it’s 
easier for them if the categories are displayed 
upfront. 

● With the case of Yahoo! Japan. Majority if not all 
of the participants were just using the category 
sidebar to find their way through the site, and 
ignore the rest of the items in the home page.

HomeAway Japan



Principles

HomeAway Japan

Achieve the right information density. 

Be explicit. Use direct languages. 

Be visible. Don’t hide anything. Use less steps. 

Respect trust and maintain integrity in all our steps. 

Translate with paying attention to local nuances. 

Use proper fonts that support Japanese characters.



Short-term Fixes

HomeAway Japan

Complement measurement with Japanese 
measurements 

Proper address format 

Complement bathroom config with Japanese config 

Complement apartment config with Japanese config 

Choose the right fonts and test 

Content on the homepage must reflect Japan 

Calendar format simplified 

Revise translations

Long-term Fixes

Special PDP for Japanese property managers 

More transparency 

Revise checkout flow 

Redesign mobile apps 

Redesign homeowner's dashboard 

Categorical search



Short-term Fixes



Jō (畳 or 帖) is the ‘counter’ for tatami 
mats, which is used to measure the size of 
the room. Although there is no definite 
term to which character to be used, it is 
said that 畳 is used for Japanese style 
rooms while 帖 is used for Western style 
rooms. 

Kanto-size tatami 
(江戸間) 
Eastern Japan Region 

1.54m2 

87.8cm x 176cm

Housing estate tatami (団
地間) 
No specific region 

1.44m2 

85cm x 170cm  

Nagoya-size tatami (中
京間) 
Eastern Sea Region 

1.65m2 

91cm x 182cm 

Kyoto-size tatami 
(京間) 
Western Japan Region  

1.82m2 

95.5cm x 191cm

Japanese measurements

HomeAway Japan

/ 1LDK

畳: 13

/ ユニットバス



Unit Bath (ユニットバス)
Bathtub & shower, sink and toilet are in one attachment

Separated  (バス・トイレ別)
Bathtub, sink and toilet are in separate areas or room

Bathroom config

HomeAway Japan



Japan uses a different format to explain configuration of a house or apartment unit. 
They use the following format: 

L 
If there is a Living 
room

n 
The number of 
bedroom(s)

D 
If there is a Dining 
room

K 
If there is a Kitchen

Example: One bedroom apartment with Living Room, Dining Room and a Kitchen will be 1LDK

Apartment config

HomeAway Japan



Postal Code

Prefecture

Municipality / Ward

Street name, Number, Mansion name

Postal Code       Prefecture         Municipality            Town/Village          District & Block              Apartment Numbers

● A typical structure of a Japanese address:

150-2345 Tokyo-to, Shibuya-ku, Hommachi 2 choume, 4-7, Sunny Mansion 203.

● It’s also common to have Postal Code to be upfront of a form. Entering your postal code will autofill and 
populate majority of the address fields.

Rakuten Travel (https://travel.rakuten.co.jp/)

Japanese measurements

HomeAway Japan



150 2345-

3 digits 4 digitsdash

Prefecture

Adjacent city
Neighborhood

Street

Proper address format

HomeAway Japan



Switch the order of the forms to display in the 
following order:

1 2

3

4

1 Country 

Postal code  
no ability to search for because of engineering limitation 

Prefecture  
free-text for now because of engineering limitation 

Address  
two lines, free-text for now because of engineering limitation

2

3

4

Proper address format

HomeAway Japan



For China, Korea and Japan: We can use fonts that support these regions 
(dubbed as “CJK”)

CJK stands for Chinese, Japanese and Korean, which ensures that the font has a 
proper glyph for these languages. It is also important to note that non-CJK fonts 
will be replaced by the next appropriate system fonts that can display CJK 
characters, which makes it very unpredictable, resulting in bad user experience.

Proper font support

HomeAway Japan







Currently, in PDP, the label for ‘Month’ is bold and ‘Year’ is light

Proper calendar format

HomeAway Japan





1. When directly translated to Japanese, some property 
types have different meaning to the users, e.g. Dorm 
(ryou), in Japan only meant for students, not 
travellers. ‘Guest house’ would be a better term. 

2. While some had different perceptions, few were 
unclear on the meaning for ‘Villa’ and ‘Cabin’ as both 
terms are not commonly used in Japan.  

3. Few participants realised that there isn’t an option 
for ‘Share House’ and opted to select ‘House’ as an 
alternative which has a different definition.

Some of the property types were not 
clearly understood

Apartment
House
Bed & 
Breakfast
Cabin
Castle
Cottage
Treehouse
Automobile
Boat
Dorm
Lighthouse
Villa
Igloo

Proper translation

HomeAway Japan



Some participants were confused with 
how the label “amenities” was used

● The terms 'Amenities' and 'Facilities' are quite 
different for them: 

○ Amenities (アメニティー) refer to consumable 
items, e.g. toiletries (shampoo, soap, etc) and 
food (tea, snacks, etc). 

○ Facilities (備品 or 設備) refer to items found in 
the property, e.g. tv, washing machine, WiFi, 
etc.

Proper translation

HomeAway Japan



Suggested Grouping for Amenities
To address the friction point with regards to 
the amenities, here’s a possible way of 
grouping property amenities:

FACILITIES

CONDITIONS

AREA

TV, washing machine, WIFI

Pets allowed, chef availables

Sea view, beachfront



Half-width & Full-width Forms

Half-width (半⻆) Full-width (全⻆)

Definition Numbers, letters and symbols that take the 
same width as English characters

Numbers, letters and symbols that take the same 
width as Japanese characters

Postal Code Format for postal code can be stylised with or without hyphen, half or full width

With hyphen: 123-4567 
Without hyphen: 1234567

With hyphen: １２３−４５６７ 
Without hyphen: １２３４５６７

Phone Numbers Format for phone numbers can be stylised with or without hyphen, half or full width

With hyphen: 090-1234-5678 
Without hyphen: 09012345678

With hyphen: ０９０ー１２３４ー５６７８ 
Without hyphen: ０９０１２３４５６７８

Here’s a brief summary to compare half-width and full-width character forms



Character Count
Here’s an example from a Japanese travel website that 
contains both Japanese and English in one description text 
area.

11 mins by train for Seibu Shinjuku St. & then 6 mins walk. Female with 
authorized ID only. One of the 4 rooms in the 2nd floor of my house. 
Toilet, bathroom and kitchen are shared

⻄武新宿駅まで電⾞で11分、徒歩6分。 ID番号の⼥性のみ。 私の家の2
階にある4部屋の1部屋。 トイレ、バスルーム、キッチン共⽤91 Characters

233 Characters

Japanese 

English



Long-term 
Optimizations



Some constraints 

HomeAway Japan

• Some of the proposals might take 
longer to materialize depending 
on the team we talk to 

• Be ready to balance between 
customizing smaller or some parts 
of the platform vs. completely 
overhauling it 

• Continuous debates over whether 
we should provide separate Japan 
platform or use the global 
platform, but customized for Japan



HomeAway

Less hero image, more content

HomeAway

Map on homepage

HomeAway

Homepage SERP PDP

HomeAway

Neighborhood map naviga?on

HomeAway

Neighborhood cards on map

Carousel on neighborhoods

HomeAway

Thumbnail carousel on PDP

HomeAway

Browse des?na?ons through list

HomeAway

More transaparent pricing and copy

Checkout
HomeAway

One-page checkout

HomeAway

IPM-branded PDP

Some ideas 

HomeAway Japan

• We explored ideas for every phase 
of the journey, based on our own 
journey framework. 

• Each of these journeys will be 
vetted against feasibility for 
implementation.



Some ideas

HomeAway Japan
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HomeAway Japan

Neighborhood carousel, SERP

Minato-ku
124 proper1es

Roppongi
87 proper1es

Roppongi
87 proper1es

Explore these neighborhoods

09/09/2018 12/09/2018



HomeAway Japan

Left sidebar navigation for neighborhoods

Close map
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No property available

98 properBes

245 properBes
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Categorical search or more powerful filtering

HomeAway Japan



Bigger tabs on PDP, redesigned carousel for more transparency

HomeAway Japan



Special design for commercial property managers

HomeAway Japan

Savill's Property Management Japan すべてのプロパティ すべてのプロパティ

Tokyo, Japan · 12/02/2018 - 16/02/2018



More focus on the price breakdown on checkout

HomeAway Japan



Getting a baseline 
understanding of cultural and 

language nuances in the 
market. 

Design Research

Deepdive into how our product 
and features will resonate with 

the local users 

The first version of HAJP will 
include language and currency 

adaptations 

In the long run, combining the 
findings from both design and 
userability research, the aim is 

to fully optimise HAJP 

Usability Research HAJP V1 HAJP Optimised

Project roadmap

HomeAway Japan



Impacts

HomeAway Japan

5x avg 

increase in monthly 
unique visitors since 
April 2019 launch 
until January 1, 2020

 
Better brand awareness 
Based on Japan’s 
commercial team 
collected feedback from 
users

“Actually, HomeAway has 
more quality selection for me 
for bigger groups, compared 
to Airbnb” 
Ivan Lubis, traveler

 
Internal awareness  
We helped built 
company internal 
awareness on how to 
design for local markets

“Sigit and his team took a 
strategic view of how we 
correctly localize elements as 
we rolled out inside our 
experiences to travelers 
globally” 
Senior Director, Design

“Sigit and the team brought 
people along and sought out 
diverse perspectives from 
around the org (content, 
product, eng, etc)” 
Senior Manager, Design

“I think what you have 
brought is an important 
example so that our 
designers can design 
something more bulletproof 
for localization.” 
Senior Designer



What we learned

There is a lot of cultural context in design — One global 
solution might work for most, but some markets can be won 
further by understanding and accommodating their needs.  

Design is more than just how it looks — When you design 
feature or product in an organization, sometimes it's less 
about visual design, but more about user needs 

Talk to people in different teams — This was a project that 
allowed (or challenged) us to talk and work with different 
teams before, during and after. Design goes so far as the 
people you make consensus with.

We would have looked at mobile more — We selected desktop 
over mobile for the test and adjustments because based on 
data the web is more used by Japanese users to book, as they 
trust the desktop more when making transactions. However, 
we would have tested mobile as well — the time wasn’t 
permitting.

What we would have done different

Retro

HomeAway Japan



Done. Thank you. :)



Highlighted Projects

HomeAway Affiliates  
(now called Vrbo) 

The project was a clean-slate start to 
define and imagine affiliates program 
in the platform.

Leading



Affiliates was a part of 
HomeAway’s business for quite 
some time but it accounted only 
for less than 5% of total year on 
year traffic to the site. 

We wanted to focus more on this in 
year 2019, and planning was under 
way near end of 2018. 

The existing implementation were 
API integration & direct links.

Background

HomeAway Affiliates



Highlighted Projects

My Role

My role is to lead the team I managed (2 

designers, 1 in Singapore and in 

Sydney), working with a dedicated 

Product Manager to define what the 

next stage of Affiliates products would 

be like. 

We started with design sprint with all 

stakeholders, continuing to competitive 

review, wireframes, designs and 

documentations.

Sigit Adinugroho 
Sr. Manager, Design 

Singapore

Experience Designer 3 
Singapore

Experience Designer 3 
Sydney, Australia

Sr. Product Manager 
Sydney

Product Director 
Sydney

Engineering Manager 
Sydney
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Design Sprint

We had a 3-day design sprint in Austin, 

Texas with all stakeholders (designers, 

PMs, engineering). 

The result of this workshop was that we 

wanted to introduce 3 programs: 

• Co-branding 

• White label 

• Widget (to improve on direct links) 



API integrations are costly 

Many affiliates don’t have bandwidth or 
expertise to manage an end-to-end API 
integration. 

Customers want customizations 

Many affiliates have strict brand guidelines 
they need to follow for every new 
experience they offer to their travellers. 

Background

HomeAway Affiliates

Why API integrations and direct links do not work so well…



Co-branding or white-label solutions are customizations/
optimizations of HomeAway’s (planning, shopping, 
booking, stay & post-stay) experiences which are  
aimed to: 

1. Enable more affiliates to integrate with HomeAway 
by catering to their needs for a semi- or fully-
integrated brand experience. 

2. Improve conversion for travelers originating from 
affiliate site by bridging gaps in experiences. 

3. Ease maintenance on our tech side.

What are co-branding and white label

HomeAway Affiliates



Direct links Co-branding White-label X

The Degree of Customization

HomeAway Affiliates



Co-branding White-label
Hosted by HomeAway HomeAway

Brands exposed to 
traveller

HomeAway & Affiliate Only Affiliate

Traveler ownership Could be either HomeAway or Affiliate 
(depends on contract)

Affiliate

Typical Implementation HomeAway header & footer Affiliate header & footer, affiliate URL, 
Site & button colors

Other customizations Removing HA login, different selection of property, Loyalty program integration, 
removing ads etc.

Comparison

HomeAway Affiliates



Competitive Research



Some mention the original brands, some don’t. Some are more subtly executed 
with a degree of customization.

HomeAway Affiliates

Competitive Review



Expedia Hawaiian

Expedia Hawaiian

Expedia Hawaiian

HomeAway Affiliates

Competitive Review



Wireframes



HA

HA Footer

Homepage 
HomeAway brand 

side-by-side with a 
client brand.

SQ

Client Footer

Client site

Singapore Air
User clicks off a button

HA

Search Results 
Page 

(SERP)

SQ

HomeAway Flow

HA

Product Detail Page 
(PDP)

SQ

HA

Checkout 
(CKO)

SQ

HA

Confirmation

SQ

X

HomeAway Affiliates

Co-branding: Company

User owned by client, 
no HomeAway login 
available



HA Footer

Homepage 
HomeAway brand 

side-by-side with a 
client brand.

SQ

Client Footer

Client site

Singapore Air
User clicks off a button

Search Results 
Page 

(SERP)

SQ

HomeAway Flow

Product Detail Page 
(PDP)

SQ

Checkout 
(CKO)

Confirmation

SQ

User owned by client, 
no HomeAway login 
available

X

HomeAway Affiliates

White Label

SQ



Client Footer

Body

Client site

Tokyo 2020

User clicks off a menu

Book a stay

Search Results Page
(SERP)

Tokyo 2020

Product Detail Page
(PDP)

Tokyo 2020

Checkout
(CKO)

Tokyo 2020

Confirmation

Tokyo 2020

User owned by client, 
no HomeAway login 
available

Book a Stay

Optional: Neighborhood 
Landing Pages

Stay in Meguro

HomeAway Flow

HomeAway Affiliates

Co-branding: Event



Designs



We create an entry point via the 
search bar. We can use a label 
similar to “Book a vacation 
rental”







Mobile Header Concepts

Brand HomeAway Affiliate with HomeAway Logomark



Mobile Header Concepts

Brand HomeAway Affiliate with HomeAway Logotype



HomeAway + Tourism Thailand

HomeAway + Hong Kong Tourism Board

HomeAway + Tourism Malaysia

Header & Customisation Examples & Ideas



Highlighted Projects

How we measure

We had 1 session of user testing to validate the idea of 
putting client logos next to our brand logo. Here were 
some of the results. 

Users are more loyal to the client’s brand than ours 
It means that we should emphasize more on the client’s brand. 
Originally we had a colored version of our brand, but we made ours 
monochrome just to give more focus on client’s logo 

Users feel anxious when they go away from the client’s site 
They had doubts whether the affiliates site is a scam. We had to 
make sure that the transition is not only seamless, but clear. One 
way to do it is to introduce interstitial.

We are redirec)ng you to our affiliates partner…
Please be assured that HomeAway is our official accommoda6on partner.



Widget



Affiliate’s site

Trip 101

User performs a search 
They are redirect to HA flow 
Tracking info appended to 

URL 
 

<Click off>

HA

Search Results 
Page (SERP) 

With relevant 
search results 

HomeAway Flow

HA

Product Detail Page 
(PDP) 

HA

Checkout 
(CKO) 

HA

Confirmation 

= Search Widget

User flow for MVP search widget

NETWORK*

*Network are third party sites that 
provide tracking and payouts for 
Affiliates 
 e.g. Partnerize, Commission 
Junction

<Information is sent back 
to Networks for tracking>



Optimised breakpoint 1 
375 x 392  

For small placements



375x392  breakpoint

375x392 in actionSize of component 
W 375px   H 392px



Example: Trip 101



Example: Trip 101 - expanded state



What 
HomeAway 
will supply

Example: Trip 101



Expanded states of search fields are 
contained within the widget.

Everything is contained within the widget

Size of component 
W 375px   H 392px

This is why specified heights are 
important and should be observed



Optimised breakpoint 2 
648 x 392  

For mid sized placements



648 x 392 breakpoint

Size of component 
W 648px   H 392px

648 x 392 in action 



Example: Thomas Cook



Example: Thomas Cook - expanded states

Expanded 
component 
is contained 
within the 
same frame



Example: Thomas Cook

What 
HomeAway 
will supply



Minimum height remains the same. 

We are able to serve different component styles 
(e.g. split date field displays; potentially a dual 
calendar)  

All expanded states are contained within the 
component.  

Again, minimum heights should be observed.

648 x 392: Extra width = different components

Size of component 
W 648px   H 392px



Breakpoints 
Optimised and dynamic sizes 



How does the iFrame / Content work?

iFrame fills entire container

Container * Widget centred within iFrame

* Is fluid width, can be managed on client’s side

Client site



Optimised and dynamic breakpoints

W 375px   H 392px W 648px   H 392px

“Dynamic” breakpointsOptimised breakpoint 1 Optimised breakpoint 2



Optimised and dynamic breakpoints



HTML prototype

Try: https://codepen.io/collection/ArmPJP/

https://codepen.io/collection/ArmPJP/


Known limitations 
What the MVP can and cannot do



Known limitations: Min. height requirements

Minimum height for both widgets: 

W 375px   H 392px       |       W 648px   H 392px



Known limitations: Calendars

The calendar component to respond to very specific 
requirements (e.g. mobile breakpoints)

Dev team are investigating if we can offer a better 
viewing experience for calendar component

Not optimised for widgets Better experience for widgets



Known limitations: Titles

Titles are not included in this version of the  
search widget.   

Some of challenges include:  

● Language localisation 

● No easy way for AMs to manage/update 
copy 

  
Design & dev teams can assist any clients in the beta 
program to implement titles that sits on the 3rd party 
sites.  

Next iteration of search widget  
can include titles



Known limitations: Light coloured backgrounds

The MVP search widget is 
optimised for light 
coloured/light 
transparent backgrounds



Future iteration 
Concepts



Support value propositions 

Support value propositions 
for future versions of the  
search widget.   



Image backgrounds



Supporting more sizes



Update stylings to align with future HomeAway UI

Merged search field 
stylings are the next 
iteration for HomeAway 
UI styles



Self-Serve Dashboard



The dashboard allows affiliate partners to 
independently onboard themselves, manage 
their account and products, as well as 
analyze the products’ performance. 



Wireframe 

This wireframe outlines 
the entire big picture. 
It’s very north-star, and 
we might need to 
identify the MVP.



Wireframe 

This wireframe 
outlines product- 
specific flow. Each 
affiliate product can 
have different flows.



Login to Affiliates 

Access to this login is 
either from header or 
ideally, the footer.  

We can also have a 
landing page (which we 
already have).



Dashboard 

Overview of balances 
(we can call it any other 
thing), bookings, 
visitors, as well as 
banners/links to 
success tips.



Products 

A list of currently 
running products.



Creating a new product 

Step 1: Choose type



Creating a new product 

Custom search widget



Creating a new product 

Auto-optimized widget



Creating a new product 

Copy HTML



Co-branding Dashboard



Customise your page  

This feature will aid 
affiliate in managing their 
co-branded pages

https://homeaway.invisionapp.com/share/7SPEQSMYMX3


Upload your logo 

They can upload  their 
own logo to place on their 
page. We will be setting 
certain dimensions in 
order to display their logo 
without breaking the 
layout.



Resize and edit your logo 

They can proportionally 
adjust the size of their 
logo via the slider.



Resize and edit your logo 

They can proportionally 
adjust the size of their 
logo via the slider.



Header and Body Typeface 
Selection 

They also have the ability 
to change typeface for 
‘headers’ and ‘body’ text 



Color Selection 

They can also set primary 
and secondary colors



Color Selection (cont’d.) 

Areas/elements for where 
we can change can be pre-
defined



Highlighted Projects

Impacts

We secured 3 more clients soon 
after we launched  

Onboarding was made 
streamlined and we had an 
easier conversation with 
potential clients



Highlighted Projects

What we learned

A product vision (north star) is necessary — Even 
though we can release MVPs and iterate over a 
period of time, it’s important to establish a vision, 
but be flexible. 

Leverage what we currently have — Sometimes to 
propel, we don’t need to reinvent the wheel. We 
can utilize what we have and optimize it. By the 
end of it, we leveraged some best practices from 
Expedia, our parent company

We would have validated more ideas — There was 
one session of user research to test whether the co-
branding header would work, but we wished we 
could test more use cases.

What we would have done different



Highlighted Projects

Pioneering

Bukalapak 
2013 

Redesign a 2-year old C2C marketplace 
website aimed at elevating Indonesian 
SMEs.



Highlighted Projects

Goal

The goal is to leverage SMEs (small-to-medium enterprises) in Indonesia sell goods online 
and expand their markets. At the same time, facilitate these transactions where trust, 
payment* and logistics are important issues.  

For buyers For sellers

As a buyer, I would like to be able 
to find what I need/want easily and 
relatively quickly, and be able to 
make the best decisions faster.

As a seller, I would be able to start 
selling quickly and conveniently, and if 
I am getting more serious at it, I have 
the necessary tools and convenience to 
manage my inventory efficiently.



Highlighted Projects

Our vision is to help them



Highlighted Projects

My Role

My role is to lead the UX and UI 

redesign project, from sketching, 

wireframing to designing mockups. I 

also created style guides both for the 
brand and for the UX/UI.  

I was the only and first UX designer. 

I worked with a Business/UX Analyst, A 

Front-End Engineer and a Product 

Manager, and directly to the CEO.



Highlighted Projects

How we worked

Weekly meetings. We have a weekly product + engineering meeting to discuss 
roadmaps and product ideas. Attended by CEO, CTO and product leads, as well as 
designer. 

Basecamp discussions. There was no Slack. ;) So we used Basecamp as a way to 
present design to the whole team, not just the product or engineering team. We 
gathered feedback from all levels and all units — especially important is from 
customer service team. 
 

Seller visit. We visited a few sellers in Jakarta town to interview them and see 
what their pain points are. 
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Identified Problems

Sellers can't find transactions quickly and track them 
efficiently. The transaction system is hardly streamlined. 
There are too many sections in the website related to 
transaction: negotiation, delivery, payment, user profile 
and messaging. There were more steps than necessary 
in purchase, registration or login processes. 

Some users do not realize that they should and could 
update delivery status, including “delivered”, “paid” and 
“received.” Customer service officers often need to email 
or call users to remind them for this.

No mobile-tailored solution. There is no mobile 
solution that works seamlessly to facilitate selling 
and buying. What they had was only a stripped-down, 
basic mobile site with no ability to sell and buy. There 
was no specific UX or UI catered for this segment. 

Style inconsistencies. Some of the icons are vague, 
copywriting undecided, and categorization is always a 
problem. The branding is much an issue, too, with no 
brand or style guide in place to guide applications of 
visual assets and implementations. 



Highlighted Projects

Identified Problems

Feature bloat. There were some features that, according 
to usage data, were not used frequently or properly, 
among others, they are the chat and comment system. 
They were a burden to our product curators and to the 
system in general. It seems that these features were 
implemented without proper research or needs. 

Picking the right shipping partner. We want to partner 
with the right shipping partners so we get the best 
pricing and delivery service. Shipping in Indonesia is 
pretty fragmented and geographic challenges prove to 
be difficult, it can be costly to ship.

Picking the right payment method. We want to 
ultimately move to credit card or online payment but 
that option is not really possible right now because 
of economic and cultural constraints. 



Highlighted Projects

Identified Opportunities

Transaction system needs work. — Streamline 
transaction and inventory management. 

Feature bloat. — Reassess some features like chat and 
comments and see if they really benefit the customers. 

Shipping processes not immediately clear. — Make sure 
statuses of shipping are made clear in the seller 
dashboard. 

Picking the right shipping partner. — Make it a 
transparent process to pick a partner, especially about 
pricing.

No mobile-tailored solution. Begin looking at mobile 
or responsive web, and begin looking at designing 
apps. 

Style inconsistencies. — Propose a new design that is 
more consistent across applications, create a unified 
style guide. 

Picking the right payment method. — Educate users, 
reassess the escrow flow, and see if there is any 
improvement we can make over manual payment. 



Highlighted Projects

How we measure

Additionally, to gather qualitative input, user feedbacks were gathered through multiple channels: 
customer service, occasional meetups/interviews with best sellers for quality input, user forum, emails and 
chats. We collect this feedback list in a repository and grade by priorities and then log actionable items 
that are approved, to Github or Basecamp. We occasionally use simple experimentation/iteration with 
copywriting or color to find out the desired impact (“A/B Test”). 

 
Daily Transaction  
The number of 
transaction made 
every single day, 
also in monetary 
value.

 
User Acquisition 
The number of new 
sellers who are 
onboard.

 
Inventory   
The number of items 
that our sellers have 
in the dashboard 
(collectively).



Highlighted Projects

Process

Sketch 
 
I discuss with fellow team members, do 
background research online, make 
presentations to the team, talk to 
customers. Find the problems and what 
we have done in the past that worked 
and didn’t. We wrote down the findings 
from Discovery and make quick 
sketches, then present again to the 
team. 

Desktop web + mobile web

Computer to mobile 
transition

Native sell flow



Highlighted Projects

Process

Refine 
 
I took the quick sketch into digitized 
wireframes that show the basic level of 
information architecture and interaction 
flow. We had many versions of it. 

These wireframes were useful during 
product discussions to validate some 
technical questions, as well as to be 
able to move things more quickly.



Highlighted Projects

Results

“myLapak” at the center of all 
 
We introduced the core feature 
“myLapak” or “myStore” (translated), it 
is basically a centralized dashboard for 
sellers for their inventory. Previously, 
these were all scattered and users were 
confused because the buying vs. selling 
use case were mixed. 





Highlighted Projects

Results

myLapak is the central feature 
 
We encourage users to sell, of 
course, and when they do, they have 
a good glance of their activities, from 
adding an item (“Jual Barang”), 
inventory (“Barang Dijual”), 
negotiations, traansactions, 
messaging (“Pesan”) and settings.  
All in one place.



Highlighted Projects

Results

Negotiation Feature 
 
We decided to remove the chat 
feature, but introduced a “Nego” or 
negotiation feature. This was based 
on data that most users actually use 
the chat to either enquire about 
availability/stock or 



Highlighted Projects

Results

Clear Statuses 
 
As one of the pain points for buyers and 
sellers alike was about unclear statuses 
of inventory/product, we introduced a 
more solid visualization of statuses with 
color-coding. 

We also made it possible that one 
inventory could have multiple statuses 
(e.g. out of stock + inactive seller).



Highlighted Projects

Results

New navigation 
 
To facilitate better discovery, other than 
search, we also introduced a staggered 
navigation system — which is still used 
until today (improved).

Previous version, no dropdown, making it hard to navigate.



You will see the shopping cart tab, just 
for shopping. “myLapak” tab remains 
exclusive on its own. No confusion!

Highlighted Projects

Results

Shopping vs. selling modes 
 
Whether or not you are a seller, you will 
get this feature, but, you will know 
whether you’re just shopping, or selling. 
We make it distinct between the two, 
because all selling activity is now under 
myLapak.



Highlighted Projects

Results

Streamlined purchase flow 
 
We tried to be clear with the phases 
of purchase, and made it into 3 
phases: buyer info, payment method 
and confirmation.



Highlighted Projects

Results

Redesigned item detail page 
 
Clearer hierarchy, bigger pictures 
with navigable thumbnails



Highlighted Projects

Results

Redesigned shopping cart 
 
Clearer hierarchy, easier glance, and 
most importantly: transparent 
shipping options with estimated 
pricing.



Highlighted Projects

Results

Introducing BukaPay 
 
Since one of the pain points is about 
payment, we introduced a feature 
called “BukaPay” — later what we 
called “BukaDompet” (“dompet” 
means “wallet”). This improves the 
safety of transactions, and even 
though it’s the same escrow system, 
it becomes more transparent and 
accountable for both sides of the 
market.



Highlighted Projects

Results

Mobile Site 
 
While we didn’t do a responsive site, 
we reserved a dedicated mobile site 
that time.  

Back in 2013, not all commerce sites 
had mobile-friendly sites. We were 
one of the first! 

The big challenge is how to 
“translate” desktop components to 
mobile components.



Highlighted Projects

Results

Mobile App 
 
Mobile apps were in their infancy 
back in 2013 in Indonesia, and most 
of our users used low-end Android. 
Logically, we started with Android, 
and had to make everything work in 
low-end versions.



Highlighted Projects

Results

Design Components 
 
One of the things we wanted to solve 
was consistency and scalability, so 
we introduced design components 
library.



Highlighted Projects

Results



Highlighted Projects

Results

Prototyping 
 
We prototyped the site in HTML, with 
the help of a front-end developer.  

Click here for the prototype.

http://www.serendipified.com/bl_html_desktop/


33.3%  

increase in daily 
transaction from 
2013 (the year it 
launched) to 2014.

Highlighted Projects

Impacts

2x  
increase in the 
number of sellers  
2013-2014

5.6x   
seller inventory 
growth from 
2013-2015 when they 
still used the design
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Impacts — Bukalapak Today



Highlighted Projects

Impacts — Bukalapak Today
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What we learned

Constant feedback loop is important. — We 
validated designs as we progressed, through 
Basecamp and meetings. It was important to do 
this along the way instead of a big reveal. It helped 
us shape the product more closely with needs. 

Understand Indonesian customers better. — It’s 
important that even though you’re designing next 
level experience, we need to know who our 
customers are and what they need. For example, 
how we use terminologies, how we introduce 
features, and what devices we are designing on 
(Android, low-end).

We would have done more proper user research. — 
There was no dedicated user research. What we did was 
validate with customer input through the customer 
service calls, and through other data sources such as 
analytics. We should have done a quick & dirty user 
research by prototyping it and presenting it in front of 
the users.

What we would have done different
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Optimizing

Shipped!

DBS Bank 
2015 

Redesign the iBanking and mBanking 
onboarding flow for DBS Bank, largest 
bank in Singapore.
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Goal

The goal is to make it easy for 
existing bank customers to create 
a digital banking account. 

Why does it matter? Aligning the 
mission of the bank to innovate in 
the consumer end, it is important 
to make sure that customer 
acquisition experience is top-
notch, and one aspect of that is 
onboarding new customers to our 
digital platforms.

Understanding the scope 
 
We wanted to launch this new onboarding in Singapore and Hong Kong. 

Each of these countries have different regulations and product, and this design must work in both 
geographies.
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My Role

My role is to lead the UX and UI 

redesign project, from sketching, 

wireframing to designing mockups. I 

also created style guides both for the 
brand and for the UX/UI.  

I was the fourth in-house designer to be 

hired in the bank. 

I worked with a team of Business 

Analyst, Product Manager and other 

Designer.
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How we worked

Weekly meetings 
Discuss in person on design, business and tech updates.

Slack and email 
Discuss in details on design, business and tech updates.

Walkthrough 
with tech teamUser research

Month 1 
Iterations

Month 2 
Iterations

Month 3 
Iterations

Month 4 
Iterations

Tech Developments

User research User research
Workshop
/Kickoff
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Identified Problems

Functional, but not delightful — The old onboarding was 
functional, but it wasn’t delightful. The visual design is 
stuck in the early 2000s, and back then screens were 
smaller.  

Style inconsistencies — Some of the icons are vague, 
copywriting undecided, and categorization is always a 
problem. The branding is much an issue, too, with no 
brand or style guide in place to guide applications of 
visual assets and implementations. 

No mobile-tailored solution — There is no mobile 
solution that works seamlessly to facilitate onboarding.
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Identified Opportunities

Rethink visual design — Rethink about visual design, 
flow, clarity and balancing that with security. Make sure 
that the users are feeling that they feel welcomed and 
it’s an easy experience. 

Establish design standards — Try to establish some 
visual design style that could possibly drive the official 
Design Language System (DLS) in the future. Back then, 
there was no DLS, and with each project, we’re exploring 
on the components at the same time. 

Think about mobile — Make sure that the flow is 
implemented on desktop web, mobile web and mobile 
native. Everything has to work.
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Process

Sketch 
 
I discuss with fellow team members, do 
background research online, make 
presentations to the team. There was a 

strong idea to make a conversational 
form like Typeform, but because of 
technical and regulatory discussions we 
ended up resorting to regular forms. 

Desktop web + mobile web

Native sell flow

Computer to mobile transition
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Process

Wireframes, Flows, Grids 
 
We started with the bird’s eye view of 
the project by defining the necessary 
screens, as well as how they translate 
into various devices.  

Shown here was the polished version of 
a presentation that I did to walk the 
product team through. 

It was important for the engineers to 
know the experience in various devices.



Highlighted Projects

Process

Design Iterations 
 
We took the design quite seriously as 
this was a first impression of a 
customer journey when they need to 
create an account with us.  

The first design had a gold hint to it, 
primarily because DBS is the medium 
to high-end bank segment, but in the 
end, as we have DBS Treasures segment 
that already uses gold, we moved away 
from it.



Highlighted Projects
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How we measure

 
User Perception 
The ease-of-use of 
the flow, clarity of 
the information, and 
the whole 
experience.

 
Time Spent 
The time spent in 
completing the task. 
The faster, the 
better.
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Results



Highlighted Projects



Highlighted Projects



Highlighted Projects



Highlighted Projects



Highlighted Projects



Highlighted Projects



Highlighted Projects



Highlighted Projects



Highlighted Projects

Results

It’s live, even until today! 

Click here for the real deal. 

https://internet-banking.dbs.com.sg/ibAPL/Welcome


Highlighted Projects

What we learned

It seems simple but it's not — An onboarding flow 
in a startup or product-focused company might be 
a simple thing to design and plan, but in a large 
organization like a bank, it involved a lot of 
regulatory considerations. 

Establish vision early on — When you just present 
UI, it’s easy to get sidetracked in to the details 
early on, and face objections. It’s important to 
share the same big vision (e.g. “make it the easiest 
bank onboarding ever.”)

We would have done a better job mobile web — 
Because of time constraint we would have to resort 
to conventional mobile-focused design with 
multiple forms. We figured for the next stage we 
could leverage some of the mobile-only capabilities, 
such as having a bit more conversational approach.

What we would have done different


